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60uP Newsletter June 2020
Dear 60uP family,

Welcome to our June Newsletter. With all the challenges we're going through, I have
to compliment the 60uP Community for leading the way with that Golden Character.
We've had such positive responses from so many!

You're showing why you're so
valuable in a world that needs
leaders; your experience and
caring stand out.

I can attest directly to that
character. My Facebook LIVE
workouts bring the best together.
Your energy and desire to get
stronger is so dynamic. For those
of you yet to experience the
training and support group for
60uP, I urge you to join in. If you
can't join us LIVE, each LIVE
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training session is available on our
YouTube channel within 48 hours.
 These are all different exercises
than what you will find on our
DVD’s.  

These LIVE workouts can also be
custom designed for you! Just
reach out to me and let me know
your issues.

Speaking of the LIVE classes, I am so proud to introduce our CHANGING LIVES
Spotlight success, Genelle! Genelle is a regular participant at LIVE sessions and is
so inspiring to those around her. I will not say more, except I urge you to read her
whole story. My words will never match her personal testament and the video she
has shared with us can't help but make you smile. Quite inspirational!  

Have a fantastic June and may we all be ready to run outside when the all-clear is
sounded. Don’t forget to check out the tip of the week at the bottom of the newsletter



for those wanting to get on the board, but are afraid as they are isolated alone.

The 60uP® CHANGING LIVES Spotlight: GENELLE P.

My story with the 60uP Board began during the COVID quarantine when Dan
Metcalfe sent out the invite to join his Facebook LIVE home sessions. What a great
opportunity to follow along and learn how much the 60uP board can do! I have so
appreciated the energy and positive encouragement Dan naturally shares each
session.

In my 50s, I began having injuries: a torn meniscus in my knee, bursitis, multiple
bulged discs, and worse—multiple falls resulting in a fractured fibula, ankle, and
wrist. “How could I be such a wreck when I was so young? And what could I do to
turn this around?” I was desperate to find a way to strengthen my core “safely” and
regain my balance. When I saw a video clip of 60uP online, I got excited because I
realized it looked doable, fun, and I could see it had all the elements I needed to
strengthen safely without worsening the injuries and weaknesses I already had.

I am 56 years old and in a short time, this board has helped me so much! In my 20’s
I had a terrible bicycle accident that left me paralyzed from the waist down. Through
many prayers and lots of physical therapy, I later regained the ability to walk but was
left with foot drop and weakness in my left hip, leg, and calf. In my 40s, I began
losing ground with my balance and strength as I quit exercising regularly, raised my
kids, and put myself on the back burner.

Hey, if Bob Eubanks could make
progress, and stay safe in the process,
so could I! And guess what? After
getting started with the board, I can
truly say: “it works!” In less than 6
weeks, I’m now frequently going
downstairs without having to hang onto



Watch Genelle in Action!

a rail, and my confidence to navigate
uneven surfaces is increasing daily.
Everyday tasks have become easier
because my balance and mobility are
improving and my worry about falling is
becoming less prominent. I still have a
ways to go, but am so encouraged and
motivated with the progress I’ve
already seen.
 
If you are recovering from an accident,
stroke, or fall, this board can help
improve your strength and mobility,
regardless of your age.

As a registered nurse who currently works with the elderly population, I see so many
people who are struggling with health challenges and who have lost hope of
regaining the life and activities they once had. If you are one of them, I encourage
you not to give up! This board can help you and the encouragement and motivation
its team offers is second to none. They really do care about the people who buy the
board and want to make it a success for each one. The video workouts provide great
instruction and motivation. Even my in-laws who are in their mid-80s have bought
the board and are getting started.
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You can’t put a price on your health. Any gains one can make is well worth the time
and money. The reason 60uP works is because it helps retrain the brain and
muscles to work together again to regain or maintain strength and mobility. The
poles make all the difference in helping to accomplish this safely. They offer stability
and the ability to progress at your own pace without fear of falling or injury.
Take it from one who has been there herself, who knows the struggles people face,
and who wants to help others regain what they have lost. The 60uP board is worth it.
–Genelle

DID YOU KNOW?

Aluminum metal poles, with
exceptional strength, are now available
as an option for use with your Balance
Board (sold separately) for those
needing more confidence or upper
body control due to severe balance
issues. 

Strongly recommended for people:

over 250 pounds
with severe balance issues

Typical users:

Stroke Survivors
Advanced Parkinson’s
Multiple Sclerosis
Lower Body Injury
Surgery Recovery
Those needing the added
confidence of extra-strength

https://noe.soundestlink.com/link/5ed4edccb5d9e3037fa30b48/5ed44bb58a48f7198d0a9da5/0?signature=6a1487704ca69d720f08684383f46258c933c7398de9b947ed1a0e6fe59de151


LEARN MORE

handles designed to support body
weight.

https://60up.com/products/60up-metal-

balance-board-poles

TIP of the Newsletter

We have had a number of people reach out with requests for help regarding using
the board safely on their own. During the quarantine there has been so much
isolation and often no one close to be with you for safety.
 
Here is my safety tip for you that has worked well for many others:
Place the balance board one-foot length in front of your sofa, enough space to have
your feet on the ground. Go through the exercises slowly and safely. If at any point
you feel you want to stop and get off the board, you have a soft seat behind you.
This is especially useful in case of  an emergency where you feel unsafe or that you
need to go back. The reality is you will be safe and the poles (the yellow or the extra-
strength metal poles for those who ordered them) will help support you. However, it
is always good to have a safety net and an escape plan for those tricky moments.

Stay	safe,	healthy	and	get	excited	for	the	future.	We	are	in	this	together!

Dan Metcalfe 
Creator of the 60uP Program

 
REMINDER:
Join us on Facebook LIVE every Tue/Thu/Fri at 9am PDT at:
https://www.facebook.com/60UPFitness/live
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Want notifications and reminders? Be sure to LIKE and follow us!
 
The LIVE workouts are also available on YouTube  at:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRpmwLLbjcq0e7gEQFbqLZvLCyXG5RlIQ
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